How To Avoid the AdWords Vultures That Prey on Local
Business Owners And Finally Take Control Of Your PPC Success
The Simple 6 Step System That Lets You Calculate Your Local Business’ AdWords
ROI Down to the Penny And Dramatically Improve Your Results!

A Lesson from Bernie Madoff
One of my cousins, Neil, invested a good chunk of money with the poster child of white collar crime,
Bernie Madoff.
Now to be clear Neil is a smart, savvy and successful businessman. He built up a big insurance company
from scratch… was a respected member of the Young Presidents’ Organization… bought a house on the
beach in Malibu with a couple of Ferraris in the garage… and could flip through any issue of the Robb
Report and find stories about friends of his.
You don’t reach the stratosphere of wealth like this without managing your money well. Yet Neil (and
many others like him) got bilked by Madoff and collectively lost billions.
What made this massive swindle possible?
It largely came down to bad (in this case fraudulent) reporting.
Neil and other investors would get statements from Madoff’s company indicating everything was just
peachy. Yet as we all know now - that wasn’t the case.
These people trusted Madoff with their money. But they did not and could not verify what was actually
going on behind-the-scenes.

The Dangers of Flying Blind in AdWords
When it comes to PPC, most local business owners (LBOs) don’t truly know what is going on behind the
scenes of their AdWords account.
Sometimes they only have themselves to blame because they don’t take time to look at or understand
the overwhelming amount of data in their AdWords campaigns.
However, often the problem is LBOs don’t own their AdWords accounts and can’t get access to them
even if they wanted to. This is due to an unfortunate trend where PPC management firms (especially the
larger ones) set up campaigns for clients in an account the PPC firm owns and controls.
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The excuse they use to pull this off is they’ve developed their own proprietary technology to manage
AdWords campaigns and can’t give clients access to it. While there may be perfectly legitimate reasons
to not let clients into these proprietary systems, the situation creates a huge problem for YOU, the
client.
Because it leaves you COMPLETELY in the dark about what’s really going on in your account…




You have no idea where your money is really going (how much goes to Google for clicks vs. the
management company fees).
You can’t tell what, if anything, is being done each month to optimize things.
And puts you in the situation where you have to rely on the PPC agency’s highly filtered (yet
very pretty!) reporting to get information about the keywords, performance, etc. of your
campaign.

You have to TRUST but you can’t VERIFY.
Now it’s unlikely any PPC management firms are running Ponzi Schemes like Madoff. However, when
you - the client - are flying blind about what’s really going on behind-the-scenes in your AdWords
campaign, you are at a SIGNIFICANT disadvantage.
In fact, the reason most LBOs aren’t as successful as they should be with AdWords is precisely because
of this lack of transparency and a highly related issue…

Poor Lead Tracking
Let’s revisit the filtered reporting I mentioned a minute ago. The reports LBOs often get from PPC
agencies focus on things like top keywords, clicks, impressions and other important sounding metrics.
Unfortunately what these reports usually don’t focus on is what truly matters most… LEADS!
And that means you’re unable to answer the most important questions about your AdWords campaign
and the ones you DESERVE to have an answer to…



How many leads am I getting from AdWords?
Is AdWords generating an ROI for my firm?

When you can’t answer these questions it’s great for a PPC agency because it’s easier for them to justify
their fees if you can’t clearly and accurately measure their results. This is a big reason why many local
businesses blindly dump money each month into PPC campaigns that aren’t profitable.
The good news is that if you want to avoid putting money into the Google gumball machine every month
with no idea if you’re getting anything out of it… there’s a simple 6 Step fix.
This 6 step system has been distilled from being behind the scenes of hundreds of AdWords accounts
over the past 10 years, talking with dozens of LBOs using AdWords and masterminding with other top
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PPC experts. It’s the same process we use for our clients and can help your local business’ campaign
whether you manage PPC internally or have an agency managing it for you.
The must have 6 Steps for building a successful AdWords campaign are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Bernie Madoff-proof your PPC accounts
Create a “Purple Cow” campaign
Set Up a Magnetic Landing Page
Get some Google Five Star Review Power
High Precision Lead Tracking (with ongoing “Eyes-on-the-Prize” Optimization)
Strategic Expansion to make your phone ring even more

Below you’ll see how following this system will: provide you with complete transparency, give you the
ability to track your ROI down to the penny AND very likely result in a significant improvement in your
AdWords results.

1. Bernie Madoff-proof your PPC accounts
Don’t get yourself in a position where you have to trust but can’t verify.
You can easily avoid this situation (whether you hire an expert to manage things for you or not) by
ALWAYS using an AdWords account that you are in complete control of. You should own it, always have
the username and password and have the ability to log in any time you want to see what’s going on in
there. (By the way, this goes for ALL your advertising accounts, your website, etc.)
Despite what some PPC agencies may lead you to believe, hiring someone to manage AdWords for you
is no reason to give up control and transparency. It is very easy for a PPC firm to link to your personal
AdWords account using a manager’s account they can get for free through Google.
This lets them manage things for you while you retain FULL control over the account, can see exactly
what’s going on behind-the-scenes whenever you want and, if the relationship sours, you can terminate
their access while you retain full access to your account.
Making sure you own your AdWords account provides you with the complete transparency you need so
you can trust AND verify.
Now that you’ve got an account you’re in control of, the next step is to make sure your firm stands out
from the competition…

2. Create a Purple Cow Campaign
Marketing legend Seth Godin wrote a book called “Purple Cow”. The title of the book comes from the
following idea…
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Say you’re driving down a country road and see a cow pasture out the window. The cows in it are all
normal cow colors – some combination of browns, blacks and whites. In a situation like that none of the
cows really stand out and you’d get bored looking at them pretty quickly.
But what if among the browns, blacks and whites there was a PURPLE cow? Now that would grab your
attention!!
There’s no shortage of local businesses running ads on AdWords these days. One of the keys to your
success is to make your ads be the “Purple Cow” ads that stand out from the crowd.

Unique Ad Messaging
Ad messaging is one way to do this. Think about what you can say in your ads to make them stand out
from the competition.
What you don’t want to do is follow the example of these three house painters in Albuquerque who
clearly use the same PPC agency to manage their campaigns…

Avoiding a situation like this is a big reason why we work EXCLUSIVELY with just one type of local
business in any given geographic area (ie. if we’re already working with a plumber in Des Moines, we will
not take another plumber in that area on as a client). Working with multiple clients who compete
against one another brings up all sorts of ethical issues and difficult questions such as…





How does the PPC firm decide what ad copy to use for each business?
If they use different ad copy for different clients, which business gets the best performing copy?
Is each business going to bid on the same keywords?
If so, how do they decide who gets the higher bids and shows up higher in the search results?

This ties back to the issue of transparency. PPC firms that can hide what they’re doing behind-thescenes and who they’re doing it for can get away with this (at least until a client stumbles upon search
results like the ones above!).
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By having a rule where we don’t work with competitive firms, we don’t have to hide anything or ask
ourselves these questions. That’s important because it gives us the freedom to always focus our client’s
campaigns on the best ad copy, keywords, bidding strategy, etc. without pillaging from or cannibalizing
the campaigns of other clients.
In any case, no matter who is managing your campaign, just make sure your ads don’t say the same
things as your competitors.

Create Ads That Take Up More Space on Google
Another way to make your ads stand out is to have them physically take up more space (ie. pixels) on
Google.
If you walk into Best Buy, which grabs your attention first? The huge 70+ inch flat screen HDTVs or the
28 inch TVs?
It’s no different in AdWords. If you just rely on your ad copy (a scant 25-character headline and two 35character lines of text) to carry the day, you’re missing out.
Google gives advertisers the opportunity to use ad extensions… additional pieces of information you can
use to enhance your ad – both by giving you more room for ad copy and also to help your ad physically
take up more space (like those monster flat screen TVs, they draw a lot more eyeballs to your ads!).
Here are the ad extensions available to LBOs and we suggest you use ANY and ALL of them you can:




Location extension
Call extension
Sitelink extension





Callout extension
Review extension
Structured Snippet extension

Look at this ad that takes advantage of most of the ad extensions mentioned above:

And compare that to this one that doesn’t:
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Which ad stands out more to you? It stands out more to perspective clients too!
It doesn’t cost anything extra to use ad extensions in AdWords so there’s no excuse to take full
advantage of them and have your ads fill up as many pixels on Google as possible!
Your ad copy and ad extensions combine to give your ad that “Purple Cow” appeal to stand out from the
crowd.

3. The Magnetic Landing Page
It’s the most common and damaging mistake LBOs make when spending money on AdWords. (And, as
we’ll show you below, fixing this mistake can easily DOUBLE your leads without costing you a penny
more on AdWords clicks).
It’s the mistake of sending AdWords traffic to the existing pages on your website.
Why is this a mistake?
Well, as well-designed as the current pages on your website may be, in most situations they make for
very poor landing pages for a PPC campaign (a landing page being the page on your site that a prospect
first lands on after clicking your ad).
People don’t have very long attention spans online… especially those coming from AdWords where the
people clicking on your ad have no idea who you are. So sending them to a website with lots of
information, links, etc. does not work well. They just provide rabbit holes that visitors (especially PPC
visitors) will go down, get distracted and never come back.
So we’ve found the most effective AdWords landing pages should be totally focused on the keywords
your prospect typed into Google, have no links at the top, and make it very clear WHY and HOW a
potential client can contact you.
When talking about AdWords, very few people mention the landing page. And that’s pitiful because a
magnetic landing page that resonates with your ideal prospect is the MOST IMPORTANT part of an
AdWords campaign and can make or break the campaign’s success.
Let’s say your current website converts around 5% of AdWords traffic into leads. If you start sending
that traffic to an effective landing page optimized for AdWords that converts at 10% (and a good local
landing page should convert in the 10% - 25% range), you have just DOUBLED your leads for the same
amount of money spent on clicks.
(And, by the way, don’t miss the fact here that the ONLY way you can calculate all this is if you have the
transparency and accurate lead tracking built into your account and website so you know what your
conversion rates are!)
The bottom line here is this… a good landing page can (at least) double your leads from AdWords
overnight.
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4. Get Some Google Five Star Review Power
Have you ever bought a product that had a 2 star rating on Amazon? Even if the product seems
awesome, most people wouldn’t because they put a lot of faith in the reviews people leave on the site.
Same is true for local businesses on Google. Having 5 star reviews (and a lot of them) can be a key factor
in whether people call your company or not.
While always important, the reviews your business gets (or doesn’t) on Google used to have little impact
on your AdWords account. That’s not the case anymore.
Check out this Google AdWords ad:

You want to talk about creating a Purple Cow (or in this case an Orange Cow with those big beautiful
orange stars that command attention next to the ad)!? Very few firms know how to take advantage of
this so the ones that do really stand out.
Even as more firms become aware of this, the MORE reviews you have on Google and the HIGHER your
star rating, the more likely you’ll be to get the click instead of a competitor’s firm.
Because of the increased relevance of these star ratings in AdWords, we’re starting to work with our
clients to get more 5 star reviews. If you’d like to get a system in place to do that for your business
(whether just for AdWords purposes or not, email me at adam@wordsthatclick.com and I’ll share the
system we use with you).
(Note from May 2016: In doing searches recently, I can no longer find any examples of AdWords ads that
display the star ratings as in the example above. I have not seen any announcement that Google has
stopped showing them and the AdWords Help site still says the star ratings can show up next to ads.
Whether they do or don’t anymore, I still HIGHLY recommend you do all you can to build up your local
business’ online reputation on Google and other important review sites.)

5. Precision Lead Tracking (With Ongoing Eyes on the Prize Optimization)
This one concept has made the single BIGGEST difference in how effective we are in managing AdWords
campaigns for local businesses.
See, while I’ve always enjoyed working with LBOs, their campaigns were always the most challenging to
manage.
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Why?
Well, with a campaign for an Ecommerce site or other online business, it’s very easy to track leads and
know which keywords and ads are producing the results… which is critical to AdWords success.
With a local business, however, where 60% - 70% of the leads can come from phone calls, it was
impossible to get that information. So that left us having to manage the campaigns based on metrics like
clicks and clickthrough rates which is a less than ideal way to do things and hurts results.
Now, yes, you can use a dedicated tracking number and measure how many total calls your AdWords
campaign generates. However, while that’s better than nothing, it doesn’t tell you what you really need
to know to properly optimize and IMPROVE your AdWords campaigns... which keywords and ads were
actually making the phone ring.
A relatively new technology called Dynamic Call Tracking, however, provides that information. So for the
first time you can see, directly in AdWords, which keywords and ads are generating leads and which
aren’t.
This is HUGE… we’ve seen situations in campaigns for local businesses where a specific keyword (which
you would think is one of the more relevant, obvious keywords to bid on) racked up over $2900 in ad
spend. However, because Dynamic Call Tracking was in place we saw the keyword did not produce a
SINGLE lead despite all the money spent on it. Here’s a screenshot:

Using this data we were able to pause that keyword so the LBO didn’t keep throwing his money away on
it and instead focused his budget on the keywords that were actually producing leads.
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I don’t use the words “Game Changer” very often, but in the case of Dynamic Call Tracking those words
truly apply. We don’t run an AdWords campaign without it any longer and suggest you don’t either.
Without Dynamic Call Tracking you are flying blind.
Without Dynamic Call Tracking your campaign cannot be optimized for what matters most to you…
leads.
Without Dynamic Call Tracking you will never be able to calculate the true ROI of AdWords.

6. Strategic Expansion to Make Your Phone Ring Even More
Now that you’re approaching AdWords with your eyes wide open, have campaigns that are being
optimized based on leads and are seeing a very real ROI, you may ask the question… how do I get MORE
LEADS?
Obviously there are only so many people searching for a business like yours on Google each day in your
area so if you’re maxed out on AdWords, how can you make your firm’s phone ring even more?
The GOOD news is now that you have a high converting Magnetic Landing Page and High Precision Lead
Tracking in place you’ve done most of the hard work! You can use that as the foundation to get more
leads from other sources and grow your firm.
The first place to turn is Bing Ads. It’s Microsoft’s version of AdWords and it’s very easy to take your
AdWords account and copy it over to Bing Ads. Bing Ads will serve your ads on both the Bing and Yahoo!
search engines. While they don’t have nearly as much traffic as AdWords, clicks tend to be cheaper so
you can often get leads for less than you do on Google.
After that, turning to Google Remarketing and Facebook Retargeting is a great way to generate
additional leads, often at a very low cost per lead.
If you’re not familiar with the terms remarketing or retargeting, you’re surely familiar with the concept.
Remember the last time you were browsing on Amazon and the next day it seemed like EVERY website
you went to had an Amazon ad for the product(s) you’d been checking out?
That’s remarketing and it’s a highly effective strategy not just for Ecommerce sites but for many local
businesses too. Using remarketing, you can stay top of mind for those who visited your site but then left
without taking action for whatever reason.
Remarketing campaigns generally have cost per leads that are considerably lower than other forms of
advertising and can provide a nice boost in calls to your office. It also increases your firm’s brand
awareness – keeping your name top of mind of your potential clients.
And, again, having the landing pages, dynamic call tracking, etc. in place makes it even MORE likely for
you to get good results from it.
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Simple But Not Easy
Following the steps above puts you light years ahead of the 99% of LBOs who have no idea if their
AdWords campaigns are making money or not. And as you can see it’s pretty straightforward.
It comes down to:
1. Making sure you have control of your account
2. Using a dedicated landing page, and…
3. Tracking EVERY lead that comes through that page back to the keyword and ad level so you
optimize your account for leads.
Simple.
But as with many things in life, not easy.
There are many layers involved with setting up a landing page correctly, creating that “Purple Cow”
AdWords campaign, having a good system in place for getting 5 star reviews, and getting precision
tracking set up properly.
Not to mention Google is always changing things and adding new features (some good, others not so
good) to AdWords. Oh, and there’s the annoying reality that more and more of your competitors are
jumping on the AdWords bandwagon and driving click costs up making AdWords a more expensive
game to play.
So if you have someone looking over your account who doesn’t understand the nuances of the 6 Steps
laid out above, doesn’t stay up to date with what’s going on with AdWords in general and/or does a
half-assed job because they’re managing dozens or hundreds of other accounts… your results will suffer!
On top of that, I’ll share this piece of wisdom that’s come from over 10 years of managing PPC
campaigns. And it’s one that you won’t hear many PPC people admit to…
AdWords doesn’t work all the time for every local business.
As badly as we may want it to work or try to will it to work, sometimes it just doesn’t. Maybe the cost
per lead is too high. Maybe it doesn’t generate enough leads to make it worth the business’ while.
Maybe the business has unrealistic expectations of what AdWords can do for them and it’s not a good fit
to move the business in the direction they want to go.
That said, most of the time the reason it doesn’t work comes back to where we started… the campaign
not being optimized for what really matters coupled with a lack of control and transparency.
Can your campaign be better optimized than it is now?
Can AdWords generate an ROI for your local business (and one that you can actually measure)?
Is AdWords even a good option for your firm?
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Free AdWords Strategy Session
To find out the answers to these questions and more about your AdWords campaign, contact me for a
30-minute free AdWords Strategy session. We’ll dig into your history with AdWords, what your account
looks like now, what you’d like AdWords to do for your firm and what opportunities exist to significantly
improve your results.
You’ll come away from this free session with a clear understanding of whether AdWords makes sense
for your company or not and, if so, how to move forward with the clarity and transparency to get the
most out of your investment in AdWords.
To sign up for your free 30-minute AdWords Strategy session, email me at adam@wordsthatclick.com.
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